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Abstract

INTRODUCTION: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a complex disease influenced by genet-

ics and environment. More than 75 susceptibility loci have been linked to late-onset

AD, but most of these loci were discovered in genome-wide association studies

(GWAS) exclusive to non-Hispanic White individuals. There are wide disparities in

AD risk across racially stratified groups, and while these disparities are not due to

genetic differences, underrepresentation in genetic research can further exacerbate

and contribute to their persistence. We investigated the racial/ethnic representation

of participants in United States (US)-based AD genetics and the statistical implications

of current representation.

METHODS:We compared racial/ethnic data of participants from array and sequenc-

ing studies inUSADgenetics databases, includingNational Institute onAgingGenetics

of Alzheimer’s Disease Data Storage Site (NIAGADS) and NIAGADSData Sharing Ser-

vice (dssNIAGADS), to AD and related dementia (ADRD) prevalence andmortality.We

then simulated the statistical power of these datasets to identify risk variants from

non-White populations.

RESULTS: There is insufficient statistical power (probability <80%) to detect sin-

gle nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with low to moderate effect sizes (odds ratio

[OR]<1.5) using array data from Black and Hispanic participants; studies of Asian par-

ticipants are not powered to detect variants OR <= 2. Using available and projected

sequencing data from Black and Hispanic participants, risk variants with OR = 1.2 are

detectable at high allele frequencies. Sample sizes remain insufficiently powered to

detect these variants in Asian populations.

DISCUSSION: AD genetics datasets are largely representative of US ADRD bur-

den. However, there is a wide discrepancy between proportional representation and

statistically meaningful representation. Most variation identified in GWAS of non-

Hispanic White individuals have low to moderate effects. Comparable risk variants

in non-White populations are not detectable given current sample sizes, which could

lead to disparities in future studies and drug development. We urge AD genetics
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researchers and institutions to continue investing in recruitingdiverseparticipants and

use community-based participatory research practices.

KEYWORDS

Alzheimer’s disease, ancestry, community-based participatory research, diversity, ethnicity,
genetics, race, representation, statistical power

1 INTRODUCTION

By 2050,>12million people in the United States will have Alzheimer’s

disease (AD), and the risk for AD is not evenly distributed across

the population.1 A recent study of age-adjusted incidence among 1.8

million veterans found substantially higher rates of dementia among

self-reported Hispanic and Black participants compared to American

Indian or AlaskaNative (AI/AN) participants, with the lowest incidence

amongAsian andWhite participants: estimates ranged from20.7, 19.4,

14.2, 12.4, and 11.5 per 1000 person-years, respectively.2 While AD

and dementia are not synonymous, AD is the most common cause of

dementia, accounting for 60%–80% of dementia cases.3 These results

are consistent with previous studies that have shown disparities in AD

outcomes across racialized groups.1 Much of these differences arise

from inequalities in social determinants, such as those influencing edu-

cation and risk for cardiovascular disease and hypertension, which are

known risk factors for AD and dementia.4,5

AD risk is also strongly influenced by genetics. AD is a complex,

highly heritable (h2 = 58%–79%) disease.6 To date, >75 susceptibil-

ity loci have been implicated in late-onset AD.7,8 Due to differences

in linkage disequilibrium and both genetic and non-genetic modi-

fiers, the genetic architecture of AD differs across ancestry groups

in terms of associated variants and effect sizes of commonly impli-

cated variants.9,10–12 Because demographic histories create structure

in humangenetics,13,14 differences in allele frequency and linkage dise-

quilibriumacross global populations correlatewith racialized groups.11

While wide disparities in AD risk across racially stratified groups are

not caused by genetic differences, inequality in genetic research can

further exacerbate health disparities and contributes to their per-

sistence. Most known risk variants were discovered in genome-wide

association studies (GWAS), which now include>1million participants,

primarily focused on self-described non-Hispanic White individuals

who cluster with 1000 Genomes Project (1KG) European ancestry

groups (EUR).7,17 Meanwhile, the largest GWAS of African and African

American individuals that cluster with the African Genome Resources

Reference (AA) included a mere 2784 cases and 5222 controls16—and

studies include even fewer participants for other populations. This dis-

parity translates to an understanding of ADgenetic architecture that is

both incomplete and inequitable.16–18

Because this paper focuses on representation in genetic studies, it

is important to distinguish between biological and social population

descriptors.19 Race/ethnicity are socially constructed without biolog-

ical meaning, while genetic ancestry refers to the continental or geo-

graphic origins of biological ancestors.11 Our study relies onpopulation

descriptors alignedwith social categorizations for both practicality and

future use of findings. Our study is based on previous data collection

efforts, and thedemographics reported inprevious studies are typically

socio-political categorizations in adherencewith USOffice ofManage-

ment and Budget (OMB) standards.20 Furthermore, because genetic

ancestry is not known at the time of recruitment, and barriers and

willingness to participate in genetic research are more closely related

to social and environmental differences, using social categorization

whendescribingparticipants ismore relevant for future applications.21

When the studies contributing to our work describe procedures of

using genetic ancestry information to filter participants, such as using

principal components, we will describe the genetic reference used

for filtering in addition to the self-reported or ascribed racial/ethnic

categorization used for recruitment (i.e., EUR = non-Hispanic White

individuals who cluster with 1KG European ancestry groups).

Over a decade since the launch of the National Alzheimer’s Project

Act, we are on the cusp of its initial goal to prevent and effectively treat

AD by 2025.22 Now is a critical time to assess the state of representa-

tion and diversity in AD genetics research. The National Institutes of

Health (NIH) allocates>$3 billion annually to deepen our understand-

ing of AD and facilitate the development of effective treatments. It is

crucial, however, to ensure equity in who is benefiting from this exten-

sive investment. TheNIHhasdevoted resources to this effort, including

the launch of Outreach Pro (https://outreachpro.nia.nih.gov/), which

provides study recruitment materials in multiple languages and fund-

ing the Alzheimer’s Disease Sequencing Project (ADSP) Follow-Up

Study 2.0 Diversity Initiative Phase, which is committed to identify-

ing therapeutic targets benefitting a diverse population.23 Here, we

investigate how well US-based AD genetic datasets represent the

racial and ethnic demographic characteristics of those living with AD

in the United States, and whether current and planned AD genet-

ics studies are adequately powered to advance racial/ethnic equity in

our understanding of the genetic architecture of AD. We conclude by

offering suggestions for future recruitment priorities for AD genetics

studies.

2 METHODS

2.1 Quantifying AD burden in the United States

We aimed to quantify the demographics of AD burden in the United

States by estimating disease prevalence by race and ethnicity.We cate-

gorized individuals by self-reported or ascribed race/ethnicity into five

https://outreachpro.nia.nih.gov/
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RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: The authors collected

race/ethnicities of participants in United States (US)-

based genetic studies of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

available on the National Institute for Aging Genetics of

Alzheimer’s Disease Storage Site (NIAGADS).

2. Interpretation: While racial/ethnic demographics of US

Alzheimer’s genetics studies largely reflect the popula-

tion living with AD, proportional representation is not

equitable. Most variants detected thus far in studies

of non-Hispanic White individuals with 1KG-European

ancestry are of low effect size. Despite efforts to

increase diversity in AD sequencing datasets, sample

sizes remain insufficient to detect comparable genetic

variation in populations genetically distant from 1KG-

European ancestry. As genetic research informs down-

stream epidemiological research, drug discovery, and

disease prediction, varied genetic knowledgemay exacer-

bate existing disparities in AD prevention, diagnosis, and

treatment.

3. Future directions: The current understanding of AD

genetics is inequitable. AD genomics researchers must

embrace community-basedparticipatory research strate-

gies to build trust and avoid perpetuating disparities

throughout the research pipeline.

groups defined by the US OMB,20 which guides how the federal gov-

ernment collects ethno-racial data: AI/AN, Asian, Black, Hispanic or

Latino, andWhite. Participantswho identified as “other”were excluded

from the analysis.

The most widely reported AD prevalence estimates are based

on forward projections derived from the Chicago Health and Aging

Project (CHAP).24 This study estimated prevalence for non-Hispanic

White, Black, and Hispanic individuals but did not estimate preva-

lence for Asian or AI/AN group. To approximate the AD burden in

Asian andAI/ANpeople, we used estimates of dementia prevalence for

AI/AN,Asian, Black,Hispanic, andWhite individuals basedonMedicare

Fee-for-Service beneficiaries and the US Census data.25

Because dementia prevalence includes non-AD dementia, we ana-

lyzed AD mortality as a supplemental measure of the public health

burden. We obtained de-identified age-adjusted mortality data for

AD in the United States from the Centers for Disease Control Wide-

Ranging Online Data for Epidemiologic Research (CDC WONDER)

UnderlyingCause ofDeath database.26 CDCWONDERdata are based

on death certificates for US residents, collected from 1999 to 2020.

This dataset considers one underlying cause of death per person.

Deaths for 1999 and beyond are classified using the Tenth Revision of

the International Classification ofDisease (ICD). Race and ethnicity are

obtained either fromself-report prior to deathor reportedby surviving

next of kin, an informant, or by observation.Wequeried crude and age-

adjusted death rates due to AD by race, Hispanic ethnicity, and year

for the most recent five years of data availability (2016–2020) using

the same five racial/ethnic categories defined by the OMB guidelines.

Crudeproportions canbe compared to theother sources ofADpopula-

tion demographic data, but because racial and ethnic groups represent

different proportions of the US population and have different average

age-at-death, we also evaluated age-adjustedmortality rates.

Comparison between proportions of disease burden from the three

sources was performed using a chi-squared test for proportions.

2.2 Quantifying racial/ethnic representation in
genetic datasets

Weobtained demographic data for participants in US AD genetic stud-

ies within the National Institute on Aging Genetics of Alzheimer’s

Disease Data Storage Site (NIAGADS, https://www.niagads.org/) and

the NIAGADSData Sharing Service (dssNIAGADS, https://dss.niagads.

org/). NIAGADS is responsible for harmonizing and sharing AD genet-

ics, genomics, and phenotypic data derived from NIA-funded AD

genetics studies. Access to this publicly available data was approved

by NIAGADS. We reviewed all genotype array datasets within NIA-

GADS that met the following criteria: Disease = “AD,” Molecular

Data = “Genotype,” Type = “GWAS.” Array datasets from dssNIA-

GADS were selected by filtering for Disease = “AD” and Data Type

= “GWAS”. Some AD GWAS data predate NIAGADS and are stored

elsewhere. We therefore also include the following US-based AD

GWAS data sets with clinical phenotyping and race/ethnicity data not

captured in NIAGADS: African American Alzheimer’s Disease Genet-

ics Study, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative, BIOCARD,

Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology

consortium (CHARGE; includes Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities

Study,CardiovascularHealth Study, andFraminghamHeart Study), and

the Genetic and Environmental Risk Factors for Alzheimer Disease

Among African Americans Study. All participant demographic data for

AD sequencing studies are from the Alzheimer’s Disease Sequencing

Project (ADSP) Umbrella Study, obtained from dssNIAGADS, repre-

senting 25 datasets. In addition to sequencing data that are currently

available, we analyzed the reported demographics of whole genome

sequencing data that ADSP has planned for release through 2027.

Race/ethnicity data were extracted directly from study-specific

covariate files where possible, or either approximated from study-

specific publications or obtaineddirectly through correspondencewith

study coordinators. Ancestry, race, and ethnicity labels have been

inconsistently used across AD GWAS. The largest GWAS with indi-

viduals who identify as White uses “European ancestry” as inclusion

criteria,15,17,18,27 while the largest GWASwith individualswho identify

as Black is referred to as a study of “African American” individuals.16

We therefore grouped labelswhennecessary, for example, “Caucasian”

was grouped with “White,” “African American” with “Black.” All His-

panic participantswere evaluated exclusively asHispanic andwere not

included in a racial category (i.e.,White= non-HispanicWhite).

https://www.niagads.org/
https://dss.niagads.org/
https://dss.niagads.org/
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Weevaluated participant demographics separately for array,whole-

exome (WES), and whole-genome sequencing (WGS) data, as these

could be considered different types of biological data. Array-based

data are restricted to a pre-selected array of single nucleotide poly-

morphisms (SNPs). Sequencing data are a read-out of every base-pair

in one’s exome or genome. Array data were more popular historically

due to the relative ease and lower cost of conducting the assays, but

more recent studies have favored WES and WGS data as costs have

decreased and technologyhas improved. Some individuals represented

in array data are represented in sequencing data.

Chi-squared tests for proportions were used to compare disease

burden in the population and racial/ethnic representation in AD genet-

ics datasets.

2.3 Determining statistical power of existing and
planned data

We conducted power analyses for hypothetical GWAS of AD case-

control status stratified by race based on demographics of participants

across all available datasets. GWAS continue to be the dominant

method used to identify risk alleles in populations. Power was simu-

lated separately for array and sequencing data using the R function

genpwr::genpwer.calc (version1.0.4), availableonCRAN.Weassumedan

additive model and simulated case rates based on population-specific

case proportions of each dataset. More information on study case pro-

portions and genpwr case rate selection are included in the supplement

(Tables S1-S3). We simulated power to identify variants with odds

ratios (ORs) equal to 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, and 2 given significance levels of p <

5e-08 (genome-wide) and p < 2.5e-06 (exome-wide), and a continuous

range of minor allele frequencies from 0 to 0.5. We define “low” effect

size as OR = 1.1 or less (ex., ACE17), “modest” effect size as OR = 1.2

(ex.,BIN128), “intermediate” asOR=1.5 (ex.,NCK229), and “high” effect

size asOR= 2 (ex., TREM230,31) ormore. These designations follow the

most recent comprehensive review of the genetic architecture of AD.7

3 RESULTS

3.1 Quantifying AD burden in the United States

Approximately 6.7 million adults aged 65 and older are currently

living with AD in the United States with the following distribution

across racial and ethnic groups: 70.8%White, 17.4% Black, and 11.7%

Hispanic (Table 1). Because Asian and AI/AN individuals were not rep-

resented in CHAP, we extended our analyses to dementia prevalence

values,25 the majority of which represent AD (60%–80%3). Dementia

prevalence estimates were consistent with the AD prevalence esti-

mates, where those categorized as White individuals made up most

of projected dementia cases (72.7%), followed by Black (12.6%), His-

panic (10.3%), Asian (3.7%), and AI/AN (0.6%) individuals (Table 1).

United States cause-of-death estimates from the CDC WONDER

database indicate 83.4% of AD deaths were among individuals identi-

fied as White, a slightly higher proportion than our AD and dementia

prevalence estimates, followed by Black (7.6%), Hispanic (6.4%), Asian

(2.4%), and American Indian/Alaskan Native (0.3%) individuals.

Racial and ethnic groups represent different proportions of the

US population and have different average age-at-death, which can be

accounted for in age-adjusted mortality rates. AD mortality rates per

100,000 individuals were as follows: White (254.2), Black (223.9), His-

panic (213.7), AI/AN (151.8), and Asian (125.6) (Table S4) individuals.

The proportional representation of racial and ethnic groups across

AD prevalence, dementia prevalence, and AD mortality did not sig-

nificantly differ (X2 = 10.711, p = 0.2186, Bonferroni-corrected α =
0.0167).

3.2 Quantifying proportional representation of
existing genetic data

AD GWAS studies using array data are proportionally representative

of AD (Figure 1, Table 1). We identified 36 genotype array datasets

encompassing 65,733 individuals (Table S1); among them, 77% of par-

ticipants are classified as White, 14.4% Black, 6.8% Hispanic, 1.8%

Asian, and 0.02% AI/AN. These proportions are similar to those in

our AD and dementia prevalence estimates above, and do not differ

significantly (Table 2).

The currently available sequencing data are more diverse than the

array data, mostly due to better representation of Hispanic popula-

tions. Figure 1 displays 17 available WGS sample sets that are part

of the ADSP Umbrella encompassing 36,336 individuals (Table S2);

among these participants, 45.0% are classified as White, 15.7% Black,

and 31.1% Hispanic, while Asian and AI/AN participation remains

low (7.8% and 0.4%, respectively.) Almost all Asian participants with

genetic sequencing are from the Harmonized Diagnostic Assessment

of Dementia for the Longitudinal Aging Study of India (LASI-DAD)

study, a subset of the Longitudinal Aging Study in India. Unlike other

included studies, LASI-DAD participants are not from the United

States, but the study is funded and administered by US institutions

and investigators, and data are stored in US repositories. While the

inclusion of LASI-DAD is a significant improvement for South Asian

representation compared to the array data, there is little improvement

in representation for East and Southeast Asians. The proportion of

each racial/ethnic group in theWGS studies significantly differed from

the racial/ethnic proportions of AD prevalence, dementia prevalence,

and ADmortality (Table 2).

3.3 Determining statistical power of existing
genetic data

We conducted power calculations using the sample sizes derived

from existing array and sequencing data as well as planned WGS

data releases to ascertain the ability to identify association signals in

GWAS stratified by race/ethnicity. Power calculations simulated geno-

type array data using the following sample sizes: 50,000 non-Hispanic
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TABLE 1 Population-specific AD burden and representation in AD genetics data in the United States.

Race/ethnicity

Projected AD

prevalence 2020

in 1000s (%)

Projected dementia

prevalence 2020 in

1000s (%)

Deaths

2016-2020 (%)

US population

(2000 standard)

Array data

sample size (%)

WGS data

sample size (%)

AI/AN – 38 (0.6) 1865 (0.3) 1,584,958 14 (0.02) 152 (0.42)

Asian/PI – 212 (3.7) 14,272 (2.4) 12,526,017 1170 (1.78) 2820 (7.76)

Black 1060 (17.4) 726 (12.6) 45,946 (7.6) 24,282,298 9439 (14.36) 5695 (15.67)

Hispanic 710 (11.7) 594 (10.3) 38,960 (6.4) 20,361,950 4491 (6.83) 11,329 (31.18)

White 4300 (70.8) 4186 (72.7) 505,889 (83.4) 201,746,665 50,619 (77.01) 16,340 (44.97)

F IGURE 1 Racial/ethnic profile of AD genetic data. The left-hand side depicts a Sankey plot showing racial/ethnic representation in each array
dataset, flowing from left to right. The right-hand side depicts a Sankey plot of racial/ethnic representation in thewhole genome sequencing (WGS)
data, flowing right to left. On the outside edges are the individual cohorts. The participants are grouped by five broad racial/ethnic categories:
White (non-Hispanic), Black, Hispanic, Asian, and American Indian/Alaska Native (AI/AN). In the center of the figure is the relative race/ethnicity
specific burden of dementia. Exact proportions of dementia burden are found in Table 1.
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TABLE 2 Statistical comparison of observed race/ethnicity
representation in AD genetics studies versus expected values based
on AD and dementia prevalence andmortality.

Parameter Array Sequencing

AD prevalence X2 = 3.63, p= 0.458 X2 = 22.88, p= 0.0001*

Dementia prevalence X2 = 2.16, p= 0.707 X2 = 18.849, p= 0.0008*

ADmortality X2 = 2.69, p= 0.476 X2 = 33.49, p= 9.5e-07*

*Bonferroni adjusted α= 0.00833.

White, 8600 Black, 1800 Hispanic, and 1200 Asian participants, while

calculations for currently available WGS sequencing data simulated

data for 16,300 non-Hispanic White, 5700 Black, 11,300 Hispanic,

and 2800 Asian participants. WGS available thru 2027 is projected to

be approximately 27,000 non-Hispanic White, 18,400 Black, 29,800

Hispanic, and 7600 Asian participants. These estimated sample sizes

represent a best-case-scenario assuming all samples meet quality con-

trol standards and are not duplicated across sample sets within array

and sequencing data. Power simulations of WES data used the fol-

lowing sample sizes: 13,500 non-Hispanic White, 4400 Black, and

2200 Hispanic participants. Available genetic data for AI/AN were too

small to identify any genome-wide significant hits using either geno-

typing array or sequencing data of any frequency or effect size (p <

5E-08). Similarly, we were unable to model power to detect exome-

wide significant hits (p < 2.5E-06) with current sample sizes of Asian

participants.

Based on sample sizes of existing genotyping array data, only stud-

ies of non-Hispanic White individuals have adequate sample sizes to

detect variantswith low effect sizes at genome-wide significant or sug-

gestive thresholds (Figure 2, Figure S1, and Table S5). Sample sizes

comparable to existing array data alone from Black and Hispanic indi-

viduals have insufficient statistical power (Pr [p < 5E-08] <80%) to

detect variants with low effect size (OR = 1.1), even when these vari-

ants are very common (frequency ∼ 0.5). In the case of current array

sample sizes ofHispanic participants, statistical power is only adequate

to identify common variants with high effect sizes (OR≥ 2).

WGS and WES samples remain smaller than available array data,

leading to studies that remain underpowered to detect variants of low

or moderate effect sizes in studies of Black and Hispanic participants

(Figure 2, Figure S2, and Table S5). However, the statistical power will

certainly improve as sequencing data from Black and Hispanic partic-

ipants are projected to dramatically increase in the next five years.

While sequencing data from Asian individuals will more than double

in the next five years, studies will remain underpowered to detect

common variants of low or evenmoderate effects.

4 DISCUSSION

There is a wide discrepancy between proportional representation and

statistically meaningful representation in AD genetic datasets. While

racial/ethnic representation in older array datasets are largely compa-

rable to proportions of AD burden in the United States, proportional

sampling results in inherently unequal understanding of genetic archi-

tecture across populations—evident in the striking lack of statistical

power to find genetic variants with modest effects on AD risk using

all available data from non-White populations. Participation in AD

sequencing studies is poised to be enriched for individuals from his-

torically underrepresented groups relative to their proportions in AD

epidemiological data. The “oversampling” is justified and necessary—

these recruitment efforts have substantially increased the power of

GWAS to identify AD variants with modest to intermediate effect

sizes in Black and Hispanic populations. Similar population-specific

breakthroughs in Asian and AI/AN population will lag as sample sizes

remain insufficient for comparable discoveries. Notably, most vari-

ants identified thus far in GWAS of EUR populations have low effect

sizes, and comparable discoveries in other populations continue to be

unidentifiable with current sample sizes.

While most risk variants are not exclusive to any one ances-

try background—AD associated SNPs first discovered in GWAS of

EUR populations have been identified in other populations and vice

versa (Table S6)32,33—gaps in statistical power continue to undermine

our overall understanding of disease. Studying genomes with diverse

ancestry is necessary for the discovery of novel risk variants; genomes

with AA ancestry capturemuchmore genetic diversity, with significant

variation that is not present in the EUR genomes.34 Indeed, association

studies conducted in Caribbean Hispanic and African American indi-

viduals with 1KG-YRI-like variation have identified common variants

in FBXL7 and ABCA7 not replicated in EUR due to differences in allele

frequency.35,36

Disparities in genetic knowledge have implications for downstream

applications including risk prediction and understanding underlying

diseasebiology, drugdevelopment, andelucidating causal relationships

between non-genetic risk factors and AD risk. Numerous papers have

described disparities in predictive performance across diverse pop-

ulations when using genetic risk prediction models developed using

summary statistics fromGWAS of EUR individuals.37,38 This can result

in inequalities in the ability to accurately identify individuals at high risk

of disease for risk stratification in clinical trials or interventions.

There is not a one-size fits all approach for recruiting diverse par-

ticipants. For example, while mistrust of biomedical research resulting

from historical events (e.g., Tuskegee Syphilis Study, HeLa cells)39

are often cited for low participation among Black and AI/AN peo-

ples, recent studies have shown that low invitation rates may be to

blame for low participation among Black individuals.40 Meanwhile,

American Indian/Alaska Native communities report a lack of involve-

ment in study planning and use of research methods that do not

respect community traditions, leading to hesitancy about participating

in genomics research.41,42 Furthermore, Asian and Hispanic partici-

pants have identified language and cultural barriers in study materials

and communication as hindering their participation in genetic studies.

For example, the use of the Spanish word demencia in study materials

can dissuade participation of Hispanic participants because the mean-

ingofdemencia is close to “crazy.”43 Thus, efforts to increaseenrollment

of participants must be tailored to the target populations and their

specific concerns.
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F IGURE 2 Statistical power to detect loci representing AD genetic architecture across populations. Each panel shows power to detect a
significantly associated single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) (p= 5e-08) for a different racial/ethnic group using genome-wide association
studies (GWAS). Power simulations are based on current or projected sample sizes and case proportions. Power was simulated based on a set of
effect sizes (odds ratio= 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 2) andminor allele frequencies (MAF) ranging from 0.001 to 0.5. Separate simulations were conducted for
array, current whole genome sequencing (WGS), and projectedWGS data. The dashed line represents power= 0.80. American Indian/Alaska
Native (AI/AN) are not included because current sample sizes are too small to detect any SNPs regardless ofMAF or effect size.

All efforts to classify participants by race and/or ethnicity create

large, heterogeneous, and imprecise groups. Racial/ethnic categoriza-

tions are poor proxies of environmental factors, and there are myr-

iad socio-cultural and environmental differences within racial/ethnic

groups that impact recruitment and participation.21 Oneway to better

address these diverse concerns is through community-based par-

ticipatory research (CBPR). CBPR engages community stakeholders

as peers in all stages of the study from design to dissemination of

results. For example, hiring research specialists from a community

to translate study materials increases the chances of using appro-

priate, non-stigmatizing language.44 CBPR, though underutilized, has

successfully led to increased participation of non-White populations

in genetic research and could be a useful approach for increasing

recruitment across many diverse populations.45–47 Efforts for recruit-

ing historically underservedparticipants intoADgenetics studies using

community-based approaches are underway. The Asian Cohort for
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Alzheimer’s Disease (ACAD), for example, is currently recruiting Asian

American and Asian Canadian participants using CBPR approaches

including partnership with clinics and senior homes that serve Asian

communities and translation of materials into Mandarin, Cantonese,

Vietnamese, and Korean.48

ACAD and other efforts to recruit Asian Americans are critically

needed. To increase knowledge of AD genetics in Asian persons, the

ADSP is primarily relying on partnerships with foreign-based stud-

ies in India and Korea.49–51 While this strategy may help overcome

potential cultural barriers toobtaining genetic data that represent indi-

vidualswith genetic ancestry similar to those currently residing in India

and Korea, there are limitations to interpretation and generalizabil-

ity of findings conducted in these studies. First, individuals with Indian

or Korean ancestry make up only a quarter of those who identify as

Asian American.52 Perhaps, more importantly to AD genetic research,

GWAS associations are influenced by context,53 and there are vast dif-

ferences in environmental factors across countries that could modify

genetic effects. There may also be barriers in future efforts to include

social determinants and electronic health record phenotypes across

AD sequencing participants that could lead to further exacerbating the

disparity in AD knowledge for Asians in the United States.

Advances in statistical methods offer additional tools for increas-

ing genetic discoveries in diverse populations. Specific ancestry

backgrounds enable alternative or complementary gene-discovery

approaches. For example, admixture mapping, which leverages themix

of pre-diaspora ancestry in contemporary populations, can have more

statistical power than GWAS to discover genomic regions associated

with traits or diseases.54 Admixture mapping has already implicated

novel AD loci in studies of African American individuals with HGDP-

African/European-like ancestry and Caribbean Hispanic individuals

with 1KG-CEU/YRI-like and HGDP-Pima/Maya/Colombia ancestry,

despite samples sizes that are relatively small (∼10,000).55–57 Methods

have been developed that allow meta-analysis of GWAS across ances-

tries or inclusion of participants with diverse ancestries in the same

GWAS.58 These “cross-population” GWAS may be a superior alterna-

tive to stratified studies because of the boost in statistical power from

variants that are found in many populations and the reinforcement of

the fact that global genetic ancestry cannotbeaccurately stratified into

biologically meaningful “racial” groups. Indeed, the association of the

SHARPIN genetic region with AD risk was observed in a recent multi-

ancestryGWASmeta-analysis including 56,241 individuals; previously,

this region had only been detected in an AD GWAS of exclusively non-

Hispanic White individuals with sample size 13X greater.18,59 While

statistical advancementsoffer significantbenefits, theydonot alleviate

the burden of recruiting larger sample sizes of diverse participants.

Our studyhas several limitations. Population-basedprevalence esti-

matesmaybebiased—likelyunderestimating theburdenon Indigenous

individuals and those racialized as Black who are less likely to be

formally diagnosed with AD due to inequitable treatment in health-

care settings and diagnostic thresholds primarily based on White

individuals.60—62 Furthermore, the CDC WONDER dataset provides

statistics for a single underlying cause of death for each person. It

is likely that many people were not identified as dying with AD if

another condition was a more immediate cause of their death (ex.,

someone living with AD who died from heart failure, in which case

AD would not be listed as the underlying cause of death on the death

certificate). Disparities driven by structural racismexist for chronic dis-

eases including cardiovascular disease and cancer,63,64 which can lead

to biased underreporting of AD mortality as these causes of death

may be disproportionately masking AD-related deaths. Differences in

survival rates after dementia diagnosis could also contribute to the

differences in proportions between prevalence and mortality rates.65

There may also be some unreliable reporting of racial/ethnic classifi-

cation of mortality data due to reporting by an observer rather than

self-report. Our summaries of existing AD genetic datasets do not

account for the possibility of unaccounted sample overlap within array

datasets or within sequencing datasets, which would cause us to have

over-estimated existing sample sizes. In this case, the problems we

describedwould only bemore important to address. Last, power calcu-

lations did not specifically model rare variant aggregate tests. Despite

these constraints, we describe the “best case” of genetic data rep-

resentation, which indicated that, while participation in AD genetics

datasets is approximately proportional to AD burden, studies remain

underpowered to elucidate the genetic architecture of AD in diverse

populations.

In conclusion, we must recognize that non-White populations are

simultaneously overexposed to AD risk and underrepresented in AD

genetics research. Substantial effort must continue to be made to

build trust, foster engagement, and actively involve historically under-

represented groups in AD genetics research to ensure that research

outcomes and resulting therapies are effective for individuals of all

backgrounds.
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